
  ENGLISH   ACTIVITIES   GRADE  6               WEEK  5 

  COMPREHENSION       Predicting  the  Weather  . Pg 107   No  1-5   

  LANGUAGE---- COMPLETE  the  sentences  inserting   proper  ADJECTIVES   

  1. The   ______________man   lived in  a  ____________house .  

  2. The ______________girl   won  all the  awards  in class.  

  3. Ishmael   picked  the  ____________apples  from the  garden . 

  4. Neo   drank  a   glass of  ___________milk  and ______________ biscuits . 

  5. Those  __________books   were  found  on  the ___________table . 

 6. Mr  Khosa  drives  a  _________  and  __________car . 

   WORKBOOK  :Complete  Pg  124/  125   on  adjectives  . 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

WRITING  :  Write    a  NARRATIVE    essay of   4  paragraghs  , -    (  about  24 lines  ) 

(    A  STORY  ABOUT   A  FUNNY   SITUATION    )  .pg  117    -   

(  Include  relevant  details  about  the  setting, characters   ,  challenges experienced  , Funny 

mishaps , silly tricks etc .) Focus  on  sentence  structure ,  grammar , spelling  .  

Complete    The  MINDMAP in  your  book  . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.Describe  the  place and  

characters . the  special 

occasion /   event  .  

Topic : 

3.Name  the  characters  and  in  detail  tell  

us  why  it  was  so  amusing.. 

2.  An unexpected  surprise . 

relate   in sequence what  and  

how it  Happened . 

How  you  will  never  forget  this  

incident . what  happened  at  the  

end . What  lesson/ s you  learnt . 

Use  these words in your  story : VOCABULARY -  anxious , excited, different , 

uncomfortable , silly  , laughable  , awkward , careless, alarmed ,  problematic,   , noisy 

crazy  , misundersatanding , playful   , wild , rowdy  ,  attitude ,  dismissed ,frequently ,  

irresponsible,  disturbing ,  Ill  disciplined , cheated ,  funny  mishaps  



 

  READING   : Reader --  FROZEN  STIFF    Pg  68  ( answer in full sentences   )                                               

                                                                                                                 20 marks  

1. Describe  Mary   and  John  listing  2  things  on  each one .   4 
 

Mary     John 

  

  

 

2.-Write  the  menu  of  Mary ‘s   supper   
____________________________________________________________ 2 

 

3. What  was  the  important  message  John   wanted  to   tell  Mary  
____________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________2 

4. What   happens  to  John  ? 
__________________________________________________________1 

5. What   is  Mary’ s  surname   
_________________________________________________________1 

6. Name    2  items  that   Mary  purchase s at  the  store  for  R23 60.  
 

_____________________________________________________________2 

     7.When  she  returns  from  the  shop  what  happened  at  home ? 

____________________________________________________________1. 

8.Who  was   Mike   Louw  ?  WRITE  down  in  4  sentences  that  he  believed   
Possibly  happened  at  home .  

1._____________________________________________________________________ 

2._____________________________________________________________________ 

            3_____________________________________________________________________ 

            4_____________________________________________________________________4 

 

9. Who  finally  ate  the  supper  ?______________________________________1 
 

10.Predict who  do  you  think   killed  John  ? Provide a  reason  for  your  answer ? 
____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________2   

 

 

 


